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COVID-19 cases are rising in many parts of the country. There is
widespread community transition.  This is a consequence of a
policy choice to allow a low level of community transmission, as it’s
said to ‘live with the virus’. 

This state of affairs with fluctuating case numbers, and periodic
local or  perhaps even national lock-downs, will last until a vaccine,
or other intervention, becomes  available. 

The implication is that there will be regular school outbreaks, as
we now see in Germany,  Australia, and Israel, with the need to
send some students and staff home, and possibly close some 
 schools. Some have suggested that students seldom get COVID-19
and do not pass it on to others. 

Neither of  these is true. Children, especially primary school age
children, seldom die from COVID-19, but they  can become very ill,
and it’s not known if they suffer long-tern effects as frequently as
adults. They  may spread less than adults, but they do spread, to
classmates, families and school staff.

What needs to be done to open Irish schools safely
at the end of August, and what are the  implications

of doing this?
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Schools across the country are taking an active approach to allow
them to reopen as safely as  possible. This has been challenging.
Following Government guidance, schools have changed the  layout
of rooms, timetables are being re-designed, and, as far as possible
students will have limited  contact with students outside their
class and year group. 

Students will socially distance as much as  possible, staying 1m
apart, wearing masks, and washing their hands regularly.
Classrooms will have  be limited to 24 of students, and classrooms
with students exceeding this number, the students will  be taught
remotely, but this will be facilitated on the school premises.

Particularly vulnerable  students, for example those with severe
underlying health problems, will need to do distance  learning, and
students presenting with COVID-19 symptoms will need to stay at
home until these  resolve, and be tested for COVID-19 where
appropriate. 

Key to success will be making sure that all schools can do good
quality distance learning. 
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Firstly,  this is to accommodate school closures, which will happen
with little advance warning. But it also  accommodates four other
groups – vulnerable children, whose parents will probably not send
them  to school, children who share households with other
vulnerable people, children sent home, or kept  at home, because
of symptoms, awaiting tests or the end of quarantine, and
vulnerable teachers.  

This will require a substantial and prompt investment in devices,
for school and home, and in  rigorous broadband access.
Nationally, the key action is to reduce the number of cases of
COVID-19 in the community. 

Doing  this, given the current number of cases, requires some
restrictions, and a focus on driving viral  spread down. It’s
important to be clear that opening schools will increase the risk of
community  spread, will challenge and burden the existing Test
Trace Track and Isolate system, and will require  wider restrictions
outside schools for longer. 

If we continue with the current policy of ‘living with  the virus’. We
argue that the quickest, safest way to open schools, and keep them
open is to adopt  an elimination policy.
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REPORT:
Coronavirus spread: 

What’s known about this new coronavirus is that it is highly infectious,

and spreads readily. Spread  depends on distance, on duration and

frequency of contact, and on the environment. The main route  of

spread is from droplets, which typically spread a few metres from the

face of an infected person,  and fall out of the air, landing on surfaces,

quickly (9). 

It is likely that the virus will spread more  effectively in cold and humid

conditions. There are other routes of spread, and in particular there is 

 concern about the risk of spread through aerosols. This virus can

spread very rapidly in favourable situations, such as cruise ships,

nursing homes,  direction provision centres, certain industrial settings,

and crowded accommodation. 

There’s a very  steep social gradient, with much higher death rates in

poorer areas (10). COVID-19 is a new virus,  and not as well

understood in children, as in adults, yet, but there are data suggesting

that children  and adults have similar amounts of virus (11), and that

children can and do spread the virus to  others (12). 

There’s been much discussion of contacts. What’s a contact? It’s

spending enough time close  enough to someone, and often enough, for

effective viral transfer. It’s a non-linear function of  distance, time and

*frequency* of contact. For household contacts the average risk of

infection is  fairly high, at about 15% to 30% (13,14). There’s much less

data for schools, but there are attack  rates of 10% or more reported

(15). 
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REPORT:
Coronavirus spread: 
The risk from contact with an infected person depends on how
long you are in contact, how close   you are together, and what
you are doing. Singing and exertion are suggested to increase
the risk of spread (16), ventilation and wearing masks reduce
the risk of spread (17,18). 

It’s very likely that the  virus can transfer from your hands to
your eyes and nose, and so hand washing is important. In a 
 crowded place your risk goes up. Outdoors your risk falls.
Masks are complicated, but roughly their  main benefit is to
reduce spread from infected people. Masks may not be very
effective in  protecting the wearer, but very probably make
you much less likely to infect others (18). 

There has been much discussion about whether children can
spread coronavirus to other children  and to adults. It’s now
clear that they can, although it may be true that they spread
less well than  adults, and that younger children spread less
than older children (19). 

There is recent unpublished  data from Denmark suggesting
that younger children spread more than older children and
younger  adults. It’s likely, but not certain, that school
outbreaks reflect community spread, rather than  driving
community spread. 
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REPORT:
Coronavirus spread: 
Two recent studies, from France and Belgium, both suggest
that small  school outbreaks have lead to few extra community
cases (20,21). However other recent studies  from Israel and
China suggest the risk may only be a little lower than the risk
of spread from  infected adults (22,23). 

An Irish study of three children (aged 10 to 15) and 3 adults
with COVID19  identified no school based spread to the
community, and no secondary cases in schools (24). There is a
risk that school opening will lead to increased community
spread, driven by interactions  in school, both between
children, with the staff, and between staff and children, by
travel to school  especially on public transport. 

There is little evidence, so far, of the effect of school closures
on the  reduction in spread of the virus (25). It’s not known
whether reopening schools will increase  community
transmission, but it seems likely.
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REPORT:
Risks and Mitigation:

Leo Varadkar, the Tánaiste, is quoted as saying that there will
be outbreaks in schools, and he’s  almost surely right. Most
countries that have reopened school have had some
outbreaks. There’s a  frame for thinking about risk and
mitigation – that is reducing the effect of the risks as much as 
 possible. WHO, UNESCO, the European CDC, and the UK
based Independent Sage group, have all  produced guidance on
this (8,26–28). 

These provide a strong basis for considering the Irish 
 situation. It’s important to think about three or four distinct
groups of students. Primary schools have a very  different
style, layout and size to secondary schools. 

For their younger students in particular, very  specific issues
arise. In secondary schools, there’s some difference between
the situation of first to  third year students, who spend more
time in a single class group, and students in transition to sixth
year, who swap groups more often. 

Arranging pods of small number of students who mix together
will be challenging. Our key problem is the relatively poor
state of school buildings. As the Department of Education 
 does not collect such information systematically, there is
little more than anecdote, but it seems that  too many schools
still have limited space, little spare space, and relatively poor
facilities in older  buildings. 
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REPORT:
Risks and Mitigation.

Primary school class sizes are known (29) and are relatively
high, with 25 to 29 pupils  being the most common. Many
secondary schools are reported to have relatively large class
sizes,  with classes over 30 being common. All of this increases
risk.

Mitigation for this is suggested in the guidance, but parts of it
are likely to be unachievable in many  schools. In particular
reducing class sizes, and moving the surplus pupils out
depends on the  existence of an adequate ICT infrastructure,
and a spare hall, big enough to accommodate multiple
separated class groups. 

Many post-primary schools are unable to use live streaming
within the  school. This may be due to poor WIFI but more
commonly schools simply do not have individual  laptops/
devices for each student. While a small number of subjects
may be taught to students  grouped in base classes (both at
Junior and Senior cycle) more often than not students will be 
 required to physically move to another classroom and
regroup for different subject combinations.  

Anecdotally, an average post-primary student may share
classes with up to 75 students each week  depending on
subject combinations. Although schools are likely to use
"base-class pods" in such  situations. This raises the question,
if there is a case of the virus in a class, how many students will
be asked to isolate considering the reality of subject delivery. 
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REPORT:
Risks and Mitigation.

For very high-risk students, or for those with high risk people
at home, the logistics of delivering  distance learning have yet
to be tested. 

It appears that schools are only required to make 
 arrangements for the learning of students who themselves
are at high risk (i.e. through online  support etc) but no such
arrangements are being provided for students who have
concerns because  they are living with someone at risk (i.e. a
family member). 

This does not seem satisfactory. Social distancing in schools
will be limited by the design of the classrooms. It’s impossible
to keep  a 2-metre distance in a normal classroom. The designs
suggested by the Department assume 1 m  distance, and imply
that in many classrooms some class members will not be able
to attend.  

Reducing class sizes has been a key part of the Israeli
response to their first wave of school  outbreaks – while it’s a
very reasonable response, it remains to be seen how well it
will work (30).

In different schools’ different resolutions to this problem are
being considered. This affects both  students and teachers. 
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REPORT:
Risks and Mitigation.

From discussions with some Principals, in post-primary
schools, class groups  may be changed in order to ensure a
maximum of 24 in a room, rather than students not being able 
 to attend. 

This approach in turn does require enough classrooms. Many
schools have adjusted their  timetables to reduce student
movement, and keep classes and year groups together.
Keeping  students in base classrooms, as far as possible, with
teachers moving one-hour classes, and shorter  staggered
break times will be helpful. 

However, for fifth- and sixth-year students in particular, a fair
degree of class group mixing seems inevitable. To generate
more space in corridors, and reduce  congregation, many
schools are removing lockers for students.

Transport to and from school will be very challenging. By their
nature school buses mix students  across year groups (and
often across schools). Many of the fleet are older buses with
limited  ventilation. 

The recent change in advice from the Department of
Education on a maximum of 50%  occupancy in school bus
services is welcome, although perhaps late in the day (24). In
urban areas,  many pupils travel on commuter buses and
trains, and this will be a serious challenge too. 
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REPORT:
Risks and Mitigation.

One  likely outcome is that many more parents will opt to
drive their children to school, with inevitable  consequences
for traffic flow. Staffing schools will be an immense challenge
without a rapid test system. 

Staff who develop  symptoms, or who are in contact with
others, be they adults or students who develop symptoms, 
 will be advised to self-isolate while awaiting a test. This will
disrupt schooling for all their students.  

Principals are very concerned that while there is provided
additional funding for staffing, the  necessary personnel will
not be available, particularly to meet the additional
substitution and  supervision requirements. This is on top of
the perennial shortage of teachers for certain subject  areas. 

The Department have set up a substitute teacher scheme, but
this is not without risks.  Substitute teachers will travel
between schools and can be effective vectors for spreading
virus. The new ECDC recommendations for testing should be
followed, and every child, and teacher, in the  same classroom
as an infected person should be tested and quarantined (31).
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REPORT:
Risks and Mitigation.

One very positive feature is the decision to advocate wearing
masks in schools (32). While this is  confusingly suggested to
wear masks only when 2 metres social distance cannot be
achieved, in  practice this will mean wearing a mask all day for
staff and students. 

This is a major risk mitigation,  but the logistics will be
challenging. Not all students can tolerate masks. Some
students, for  example some with autism, and others with
particular needs, will require support, and individual 
 arrangements. Clearer advice on their use will be needed.

Finally, wider use of the Corona Tracker app (33) will be
helpful, and all teachers, parents, and all  older children
should be encouraged to download this, and use it while in
school.
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These measures will reduce the risk of return to school to a
tolerable level for many parents and  children. There will be
school outbreaks, as we now see in Berlin (34), and regardless
of local  advice many parents will take their children out of
school until these die out. 

Parents of vulnerable  children may well elect not to send
them to school. Providing good and fair access to distance 
 learning for all children will be essential, and this may include
providing devices and internet access  to children who cannot
get these at home now. 

All of these actions are at school and family level. There is no
doubt that the biggest driver of risk is  the level of circulating
coronavirus in the community. As long as we continue with the
current  policy of ‘living with the virus’, our return to school
will be risky. 

While opening schools should have a high priority, current
conditions pose risks for children,  teachers, families and the
community. Opening as planned, we need to acknowledge that
this may  extend the time and the restriction required, either
to suppress the virus to a more tolerable level, or,  as we urge,
to drive it to zero.
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There are a few options:

1) The ‘herd immunity’ strategy, with the virus running its
course, a death rate of around 1% to 4%,  and the various long-
term complications of COVID19 infection in 10% of the
survivors. As only 2% of the Irish population have evidence of
infection (35), this could take a long time. 

2) The current situation, where we have recurring restrictions,
as the virus rises and falls off, with  the associated economic
damage. 

3) A tighter level of control, e.g. use digital app for all people
here, faster testing, local face-to-face  contact tracers who
map index cases movements for 14 days, to have each deep
cleaned, and people  at each self-isolating, self-isolation of
second degree contacts, follow up by phone, and home visit 
 and nasal testing of contacts of index cases, working closely
with NI and Scotland, and England.

4) Accepting no transmission of COVID in this island,
requiring co-operation with NI, Scotland and  England, strict
control, visits and testing of all incoming travellers into
Ireland to ensure compliance  with isolation and that they stay
put, supports for those industries which will be hard hit. 

We recommend that Ireland adopt the policy of Scotland, New
Zealand, Vietnam and Korea, and  seek to get to a Zero COVID
island. This provides the safest option for our children and
their  education.
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